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Origin  of  T h e r m o - E l e c t r i e i t y . - - T h e  thermo-electrie batteries, 
and especially those of M. Clamond, had raised large expectations 
because the corrosion of the solderings was attributed to heat alone, 
and it was hoped that it might be remedied. Exner has just shown 
that it is due to oxidation by the air, aided by the heat; and that 
if this action was prevented, by the use of nitrogen~ for example, 
the electric current would not be formed. Thermo-electric batteries 
are, therefore, simply gas-batteries, in which certain gaseous fluids act 
in a similar manner to acid liquids.--Chron, lndustr. C. 

Movements of Submerged Bodies.--In defending his hypo- 
thesis against the attacks of French academicians, Dr. Siemens refers 
to the experiments of Froude, at Torquay, under the direction of the 
English Admiralty. He arrived at the unexpected result, that a sub- 
merged body, if it n~oves with a uniform velocity through a perfect 
fluid, will encounter no resistance whatever. By a "perfect fluid" he 
understood a fluid free from viscosity or quas/solidity and in which no 
friction is caused by the gliding of its particles over one another or 
over the surface of the body. The luminiferous ~ether is presumably 
such a fluid, and the discussion of Siemen's theory cannot be settled 
until all the consequences of perfect fluidity are duly settled.--Comptes 
l~endus, Nov. 27, 1882. C. 

Malleable Niekel.~Pure nickel, after melting and casting, gen- 
erally holds a greater or less quantity of oxygen in solution and the 
metal is brittle. To hinder the injurious effects of the oxygen, it is 
necessary to incorporate in the melted nickel some substance which has 
a strong affinity for oxygen and also for the nickel itself. J. Gamier 
finds that phosphorus serves both of these purposes very satisfactorily, 
producing effects analogous to those of carbon in iron. I f  the phos- 
phorus does not exceed -za-0 - of one per cent. the nickel is soft and very 
malleable; above this quantity the hardness increases at the expense 
of the malleability. Phosphorized nickel, when alloyed with copper, 
zinc or iron, gives results which are far superior to those that are 
obtained from the same nickel when not phosphorized. By means of 
the phosphorus, Garnier has been able to alloy nickel and iron in all 
proportions and a]ways to obtain soft and malleable products. The 
contradictions of illustrious chemists are thus explained, some saying 
that such alloys were brittle, others that they were malleable ; the latter 
had alloyed the nickel to phosphorized iron.qComptes Rendus. C. 
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